
Centipede Project 

Steering Group Meeting 

Tuesday 26
th

 June 2013 
 

Minute of Meeting 
 

Present: Linda Dunbar, Rilze Montgomory, (Muirhouse St Andrews) Kate Wimpress, 

(NEA), Mark Borthwick (City of Edinburgh Council), Julie Crawford (Link Up), Natalie 

Taylor (NEA at 11.30am), Liz Gardiner.  

 

1. Apologies and Matters Arising:  

None 

 

Fundraisling strategy 
Draft tabled 

Agreed: action from Liz Linda  as described 

 
2. Matters Aristing 

Away Day Feedback  

Report agreed for circulation and presentation to the Presbytry 

Excellent progress made at the Away Day 

Good food, good event 

Natalie has presented a paper on the arts work (with budget) 

 

Change of name? 

Debate 

When churches unite there will be a remit to unite the Parish’s of Muirhouse and Pilton 

Agreed: we could have an annual focus (this year, Muirhouse is Home) 

 

Site now has grass cut! 

Thanks to Robert email (Mark) 

 

IMP group meeting feedback (Kate) 

Council presented images of the drawing of Muirhouse is Home, ideas of bgs  

Linda explained t is the Centipede’s project and can’t be used by the Council. 

IMP better to stick to the logo they’ve been developing 

It’s been dropped. 

Some of their ideas are good 

Interesting meeting 

Loads of consultation that is happening at the same time 

 

The feeling was that the group needs more structure 

What is information, what is reporting, what is consultation 

Not accessible for local people in its current format. 

Suggesion: close working between Centipede and the Regeneration team 

Agreed: as long as it was well formulated 

Best way for Centipede to influence is through the IMP group. 

Best use of our time too. 

NOT to maintain the sites. (that is clearly the Council remit). 

Problem – the system is hierarchical. The decisions are made elsewhere. 

Action: Mark will report back to John. Will request that we are able to put items on the 

agenda. 

We will request clarity on the purpose of the group and what we are talking about (model on 

table?) 

Action: Linda will write that letter as chair (she will draft and send round for feedback) 



3. Broadening the steering group 
Agreed: We will invite Robert, Brenda from the Housing Associaton, Peter from the 

Millenium Centre. 

Can’t duplicate meetings 

Centipede obliged to be transparent and guard procedures. 

Agreed: Julie will put it on the next Link up Group meeting 

Action: Linda will write to potential individuals inviting them to attend/receive minutes 

(TRIM, Millenium Centre, Library, MYDG, Housing Association) 

TRIP group is the Pilton equivalent of TRIM, Old Kirk, St Pauls. They will be approached 

too. 

 

4. Natalie’s Paper 

Agreed: Festival of Light amazing idea wonderful 

Willow and tissue paper windows symbolising the houses that are missing 

Lanterns on bamboo canes 

Hundreds from schools and community groups 

Older people will be involved too (can apply for funds specifically for older people) very easy 

to make even with arthritic hands. 

Bonfire goes up (unofficially) on the “putting green” 

Agreed: avoid bonfire night 

Mid October would be best a.s.a.p.  7pm kick off 

 

Blueprint – wonderfully subversive 

Agreed: 2014 initiative 

 

Natalie talked us through the rest of the proposals 

Postcards – good quality card so that they are treasured (under £200) 

Agreed: good value - £1000 – url, facebook page – wish you were here. 

Action: as soon as possible: as soon as the funding is in the bank (and after the 1st July) 

 

Shopping bags 

Very visible – process important too (4 workshops) 

If the workshops happen in the shop, we can use the St Giles money to deliver 

Library too 

We could pay to sublet the shop from the TRIM group to support their work  

Agreed – timing important to spread throughout the year 

We will leave decisions on the aesthetics to Natalie 

 

Willow goal posts 

Agreed: good value 

Process important too (involving kids and games) 

November/December 

 

Grass Labyrinth 

Church grounds? Worry about longer term plans for the church 

Whatever building is not being used as a church will be earmarked for us for a peppercorn 

rent. If we get a 25 year lease we can then apply for funds 

Agreed:   shouldn’t be a worry about the land therefore go ahead. 

 

Need Council agreement for putting green (not a Natalie skill – need a sub contract to a 

putting green specialist although Natalie could work with groups to create little houses etc). 

and 5 aside pitches with willow goal posts (middle of brownfields). 

We also want to do more work on the bulb sites – barbeques, artist installations etc 

Action: Mark will progress. Linda will email him so there is something in writing 



Agreed: we need neighbour notification for the sport stuff Sensory Garden – might be being 

delivered by NEA anyway 

Agreed: Leave till 2014 for a decision 

 

Church input 
Have to be mindful that Centipede started as a church initiative. 

Need to have some spiritual dimension on the activities planned. 

Rilze is representing the church. She will try to attract another representative on board to 

complement 

 

Lloyds TSB have a volunteering scheme and can’t find enough projects in Scotland 

Linda will co-ordinate for volunteers for the events 

 

Edinburgh transition – students keen too (Natalie) 

 

5. Finances 

All pilot monies spent bar £400 

Kate has spreadsheet and receipts if people need further information 

£6,800 in total 

Final amounts will cover costs of Liz and Natalie attending the Away Day 

Report will be submitted to fulfil requirements 

 

£60k over 3 years from Go for it 

£5k from Marchmont St Giles (will trigger the release of the first £20k). 

They want a specific project (something to do with the shop and community engagement) 

Idea: trying to get the old Co-op for a period and have some sort of artistic intervention that is 

consultative and engaging. 

Drop in is working well (Julie) 

Looking at how it can be sustained longterm once Link Up is gone. 

Potential extension in cooking and arts (also excersise stuff) 

Agreed: if the group come up with a plan, we could support in the delivery of it. 

Action: Julie will speak to the group and we will speak to Natalie re ideas 

Hope Trust have awarded £15k (£5k each year) so we have enough to release the funds each 

year. The remit is tackling drugs misuse alcohol and poverty 

Agreed: we still need more funds to achieve what we want to achieve. 

Fundraising strategy should address this 

 

5.   Fundraising strategy 
Linda and list have a list of about a dozen each to apply for 

Need to make sure we’re not duplicating or treading on toes of what else is happening locally 

Action: Linda will email the spreadsheet for comment 

Question on Inspiring Scotland Capacity Building strand? Is it open only to Link up groups? 

 

6.  Go For it 
Offering one years employers advice service 

We don’t have employees 

Policies etc are covered through NEA 

Agreed: we will respond saying we have set the project up deliberately so as not to be an 

employing body. 

We have exemplary service from NEA and are fully compliant with access to professional 

HR advice (funded by the Council and adhere to all legislation) 

We may look at employing in future years but too soon now. 

 

Kate reminded the group that NEA has a creative intern currently who is coming to the end of 

her brief. 



She has proved herself able to use own initiative and would like to propose matching the Go 

For it. 

Open advertising process happened 3 months ago so recruitment process has happened. 

Agreed: Group are happy with this to be actioned (Kate will speak to Joanne McArthur) 

Her remit will be based on these minutes 

She will also have the remit for the social media etc 

 

7.  Gala 
Isn’t happening this week 

They have everything in place from last year 

Ideally would be in Muirhouse this year but practicalities dictate it would probably have to be 

back in Pilton Park. 

Events management is their business so could pull it together  

Julie asked if it would be possible to run it this year if they had support 

Needs £2.5k and some co-ordination support. 

Agreed: We will offer: 

- either to work towards an event next year (capacity building and fundraising support) or 

- we provide some funding and facilitation this year for an event mid September (14
th 

 or 15
th
 

September and have it 1 till 4 to respect church service times if it’s the Sunday) with a 

capacity building programme to support them work towards next year. 

 

We will underwrite up to £2.5k but will support them to raise other monies in the meantime if 

they go for this year. 

We will require a visual presence and profile raising for Centipede 

Probably need to start charging for the stalls. 

There is already a small steering group working on it 

They can have the church hall to hold meetings (Linda) 

Action: Julie will speak to Alex McLeod and Sean Gardner 

 

 

8.  14/2 Muirhouse Avenue 

Mark reported that there is some good news about the block 

Demolition may be this year. Only question is how quickly 

Potentially could be a couple of months 

 

9. AOCB 
 

Craigroyston Boys club at Summerlea have land 

Wondering if there is opportunity to help them plant it out 

Community Service team might be a possibilty (Kate)  

 

 

 

8. Date of Next Meeting 

Monday 12
th

 August 10am 

Potentially the Millenium Centre 

 


